Title: ENCRYPTED VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK FOR ACCESSING REMOTE SENSORS

Abstract

One aspect of the present invention is directed to a system and method of providing secure access to remote sensor data via an encrypted virtual private network (316). The system (100) utilizes a scalable architecture and includes a centralized sensor server (110) connected to a plurality of centers (130, 132, 134) having sensors (370, 371, 372) via an encrypted virtual private network. The centralized server also connects to a plurality of remote sensor monitors (140, 142, 144) via a virtual private network. The virtual private network may be implemented over a packet switched network (120) such as the Internet, while the remote sensor monitor utilizes a web browser (520, 522, 524). The system shares images (512) from a particular sensor to multiple users via the centralized server to conserve bandwidth and reduce system costs. The system utilizes various authentication and security features to protect the sensor data.
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ENCRYPTED VIRTUAL PRIVATE NETWORK FOR
ACCESSING REMOTE SENSORS

Field of the Invention

The present invention generally relates to a system for accessing remote sensors, and more specifically, to an encrypted virtual private network for accessing images from remote cameras.

Description of the Related Technology

In today's world, both parents or a single parent of one or more children must work to support their family. Parents or legal guardians are increasingly concerned about the safety and well-being of their family members or possessions that may be at a day care center, preschool, or other similar facility. Parents also frequently worry about the professionalism of the center employees. A system that would permit a working parent to remotely and securely monitor their children would provide much peace of mind. Such a system should be inexpensive for the parent, easy to use, not require any special equipment or training, and provide security against unauthorized people viewing their children. If a parent is traveling, this monitoring system would allow monitor access of their children from anywhere in the world and also allow relatives that have permission from the parents to also monitor the children. Such access would be via plain old telephone service (POTS), digital subscriber line (DSL), integrated services digital network (ISDN), cable modem or similar connection to the Internet, for example. The use of such a monitoring system by a day care center will provide a competitive advantage over other centers that do not have a child monitoring system.

Several prior monitoring systems utilize "modem cameras" for display of a scene such as a highway, a beach, a ski hill and so forth. These cameras use point-to-point communications rather than a secure centralized system. A user can access the camera by knowing the telephone number associated with the camera and an optional password. Other prior monitoring systems utilize a server that is installed at each day care center. A monitoring system that would utilize a centralized server in communication with a plurality of day care centers so as to conserve system resources would be desired.

Summary of the Invention

The present invention comprises a system and method for monitoring children at a day care center, preschool facility, or other organization by use of multiple video cameras accessed via an encrypted virtual private network. The centers may be accessed by use of POTS, ISDN, DSL, cable modem or other communication channels. The system includes a centralized sensor computing environment which may be embodied as a sensor server or a group of networked servers. The sensor server handles tasks such as user authentication, security, load balancing, and image caching for multiple viewers. A sophisticated viewing system, which includes video cameras that are installed in strategic locations throughout the center, provides images to the sensor server if requested by a remote authorized viewer from anywhere in the world. The viewer accesses the images at the sensor server via an ordinary web browser. Once a parent, guardian or relative has logged into the sensor server and has been authorized, all communication is encrypted for security.
In another embodiment of the present invention there is an encrypted remote monitoring system, comprising a plurality of remotely located sensor networks, each one of the remotely located sensor networks comprising a plurality of sensors providing sensor data; a plurality of remotely located sensor monitors, each one of the remotely located sensor monitors being capable of selectively accessing the sensor data of at least one of the sensors located at a selected one of the remotely located sensor networks; and a centralized sensor computing environment having a first set of connections to the plurality of remotely located sensor networks and a second set of connections to the plurality of remotely located sensor monitors, wherein the first set of connections and the second set of connections form an encrypted virtual private network in a public packet switched network.

In another embodiment of the present invention there is a method of remote monitoring in a system including a centralized server, a plurality of remotely located sensor networks, each network comprising a plurality of sensors, and a plurality of remotely located sensor monitors, the method comprising providing sensor data from at least one of the sensors; communicating the sensor data via an encrypted virtual private network in a public packet switched network to the centralized sensor server; storing the sensor data in the centralized sensor server; and selectively accessing the stored sensor data by at least one of the plurality of remotely located sensor monitors via the encrypted virtual private network.

In another embodiment of the present invention there is an image sharing system, comprising a plurality of image sensors, each sensor being capable of providing a unique sequence of images; a plurality of client computing devices, each client computing device being capable of receiving at least one of the unique sequence of images; an image fetch program in data communication with a selected one of the image sensors, the image fetch program being capable of fetching each one of the images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor; and an image distribution program in data communication with the image fetch program, the image distribution program being capable of distributing the image sequence to selected ones of the client computing devices, wherein the image sequence associated with the selected image sensor is shareably accessed by the selected ones of the computing devices.

In another embodiment of the present invention there is an image sharing system, comprising a plurality of image sensors, each sensor being capable of providing a unique sequence of images; a plurality of client computing devices, each client computing device being capable of receiving at least one of the unique sequence of images; an image server in data communication with a selected image sensor, the image server being capable of generating a sensor thread so as to fetch each one of the images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor; and a distribution server in data communication with an image output of the sensor thread, the distribution server being capable of generating a client data stream for access by a selected client computing device, wherein the image sequence is shared with respect to the selected image sensor by more than one of the client computing devices.

In yet another embodiment of the present invention there is a method of sharing images in a remote monitoring system including a plurality of image sensors and a plurality of client computing devices, the method comprising providing a unique sequence of images associated with a selected one of the image sensors; fetching each
one of the images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor; and distributing the image sequence to
selected ones of the client computing devices, wherein the image sequence associated with the selected image sensor
is shareably accessed by the selected ones of the client computing devices.

In still another embodiment of the present invention there is a method of sharing images in a remote
monitoring system including a plurality of image sensors and a plurality of client computing devices, the method
comprising providing a unique sequence of images associated with a selected image sensor; retrieving each one of the
images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor with a sensor thread; storing the retrieved images of the
image sequence in a storage medium; and retrieving the image sequence into a client data stream for shareable
accessing the image sequence by selected ones of the client computing devices.

In another embodiment of the present invention there is a method of providing security for a system having a
standardized transport protocol server in data communication with a database containing authorized user identification
information and a user browser, the method comprising sending a set of connection state data indicative of an
authorized user data from a standardized transport protocol server to a user browser corresponding with the
authorized user; sending the user connection state data to the standardized transport protocol server when the
authorized user selects a link to a secure area of a hyperlinked page; comparing the user connection state data to
corresponding connection state data in the database; and granting access to the secure area by the authorized user if
the comparison result indicates that the authorized user is permitted to access the secure area.

In another embodiment of the present invention there is a security system for a web application, comprising a
web server being capable of sending a web page having at least one secure area; a web database in data
communication with the web server, wherein the web database stores connection state data for a plurality of users; a
client computing device running a user browser, the user browser being capable of receiving connection state data
corresponding to an authorized user from the web server and sending the user's connection state data to the web
server when the authorized user selects a link to the secure area of the web page; a security program, executing on the
web server, being capable of comparing the received user's connection state data to the corresponding connection
state data in the database and denying access to the secure area if the comparison result is negative.

Brief Description of the Drawings

Figure 1 is a top level block diagram of the system configuration of the invention.

Figure 2 is an exemplary screen display seen by a user of the system shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3 is a block diagram showing one embodiment of the hardware components of the system shown in

Figure 1.

Figure 4 is a top level operational flowchart of the system shown in Figure 1.

Figure 5 is a block diagram showing the servers, processes and multithreading performed on the sensor
server shown in Figure 1.

Figure 6 is a flowchart of a Fetch Images process performed on the sensor server of Figure 1.

Figure 7 is a flowchart of a Dispatch Images process performed on the sensor server of Figure 1.
Figure 8 is a flowchart of the authentication and security aspect performed on the sensor server of Figure 1.

**Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiments**

The following detailed description of the preferred embodiments presents a description of certain specific embodiments to assist in understanding the claims. However, the present invention can be embodied in a multitude of different ways as defined and covered by the claims. Reference is now made to the drawings wherein like numerals refer to like parts throughout.

The purpose of the encrypted virtual private network (VPN) for accessing remote sensors is to provide secure images of a child to an authorized parent or guardian located anywhere in the world having access to the network.


**System Overview**

Referring to Figure 1, the top-level configuration of a VPN monitoring system 100 will be described. The VPN system 100 comprises two network segments. A first segment 120 exists between a child-care center, such as center 1 (130), center 2 (132) or center N (134), and a centralized sensor computing environment 110 at a central home office location. The centralized sensor computing environment 110 may include a sensor server or one or more networked servers, as will be described hereinafter. A second segment 120' exists between the sensor server 110 and an authorized viewer at a remote sensor monitor, such as monitor 140, 142 or 144. The links that make up these segments are differentiated in terms of transport and encryption.

In one embodiment, the link 120 between a child care center, e.g., center 130, and the sensor server 110 consists of an encrypted virtual private network run across the public switched telephone network (PSTN). A virtual private network is a network that is transposed on top of another network, but separates itself by means of encryption or other means of security. In this case, the data travels along data lines used for Internet, long distance, etc. but the interception of all or part of the data would not compromise the data since it is secured via encryption.

The link 120' between the sensor server 110 and a remote sensor monitor, e.g., 140, also consists of an encrypted virtual private network. Because the system 100 consists of only two links, and because each link is a VPN obscured with very strong encryption, the system 100 is invulnerable to attacks whose goal would be to compromise the system and allow images to be viewed by someone other than the authorized viewer.

Communications between the child care center 130 and the sensor server 110, and between the sensor server 110 and the authorized viewer at monitor 140 are facilitated through the use of a packet switched network such as the PSTN. Information is passed onto the PSTN and taken off of the PSTN through the use of telco access devices, such as routers, DSL modems, ISDN modem-routers, cable modems, and multi-link point-to-point (MLPPP) modems, at the center 130. The telco access devices are often referred to as 'routers' – for instance, a product available from Farallon is called a 'dual analog router'. A telco access device provides an access point from a smaller network at the center 130 to the larger network that is the PSTN. This data that is being passed between the nodes
on the system network travels along the PSTN alongside long-distance telephone conversations, corporate data, and data comprising the public Internet. It is possible to safely transmit this data along these semi-public channels because the encryption of the data forms a VPN which cannot be accessed by other users of the PSTN, such as people placing telephone calls, for instance. Because of this, the system 100 isolates the images produced and transmitted only on the secure network, and never on the public Internet. Any mention of 'Internet Viewing' is simply intended as a means to convey the technology to unsophisticated users without confusing them. The only similarity between the technology of the system 100 and 'Internet Viewing' is that both are accomplished with web browsers.

In overview, the system 100 allows an authorized user to ask the sensor server 110 for a current picture, allows the sensor server 110 to fetch that picture from a sensor, e.g., a video camera, at the center 130, and finally transports the requested image from the sensor server 110 to the authorized user at the monitor 140. In another embodiment, the sensor may comprise an infrared sensor, a motion sensor, a sound sensor, a tripwire, and so forth.

In this framework, the sensor server 110 acts as a middleman between the camera and the user. The system 100 is designed such that the camera will only answer requests from the sensor server 110 and will discard the requests of any other entity on the PSTN. The reason for this is twofold. First, by forcing users to authenticate themselves, it is determined that the user is actually an authorized user. In one embodiment, the sensor server 110 uses a three-tier authentication method that forces the user to identify their user name, password (between 8 and 12 characters, letters and numbers), and center identification code. This authentication has an inactivity timeout of a predetermined time interval, such as 15 minutes, and allows the user to choose a camera and view current images from that camera. An inactivity timeout is a function that monitors the user for actions related to the web site (e.g., clicking on a link, viewing a camera, etc.). If none of those actions take place, even if the user is actively using other programs on their computer, the timeout will occur and the user will need to log into the system network again to view a camera.

The second reason to force all users to use the sensor server 110 as a middleman is that it reduces the number of connections that a camera needs to support to one. If users were allowed to connect directly to cameras, each user would make a connection to the camera. This will not work efficiently, since the camera, in one embodiment, is physically limited to receiving only a predetermined number, e.g., five, of concurrent connections. Furthermore, additional network capacity between the center 130 and the link 120 would need to be added at the center 130 to accommodate the increased number of users accessing the sensors in the center. Therefore, the authorized users make their connection to the sensor server 110, and the sensor server 110 only opens one connection to each camera.

The system 100 comprises a web-based application. It is accessible using a standard web browser on any type of Internet connection. Parents and day care staff alike can access the system with their web browser by pointing their browsers to the system home page. Once logged into the system, parents and staff have access to features like message sending, news posts, progress reports as well as images from multiple cameras installed at day
care centers. When a center is initially setup, it is provided with a center identification code or school code. This is a code that is unique to each school or organization and is required to login.

The system 100 utilizes an on-line sign-up form for parents so as to capture vital information for advertising purposes and to alleviate the workload for the system administrator. When parents wish to obtain an account, they access the form from the system web page, home page, or hyperlinked page. Such a page may be provided via a hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). The parents then provide the requested information and answer a few questions on the form. After the form is submitted, they are provided with a temporary password that they can use to access the system once their account is activated. A message is immediately sent to the system administrator (via the "message area") that a new account is awaiting activation. A welcome message is also sent to the new parent's account in their "message area". At this point the account status is "pending" or awaiting activation. To activate the account, the system administrator needs to login and assign a child and cameras to the account. The system then notifies the parent via email that the account is ready. The parent is then free to log onto the system. Initially, they will be prompted to change their temporary password. They will be asked for the temporary password that they received when they signed up and for a new password. The temporary password is determined by the system based on a random selection of one of many pre-designated passwords. For security reasons, the password is delivered to the parents upon completion of the signup form via a secure (SSL) connection to the sensor server.

Parents or staff who wish to log onto their account do so through the system web page. From there, they select the "login" link which will take them to the secured login page. The login page and every page thereafter is served over a 128-bit Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) virtual private network. SSL is an open standard for securing a link between a web server and a web client. A web server may also be referred to as a standardized transport protocol server. At the secured login page, the user is prompted to enter their school code, login name, and password.

Referring to Figure 2, an exemplary screen 200 that is displayed to a parent after login and authorization will now be described. The exemplary screen includes three frame windows; a top left pane 210, a lower left pane 220 and one pane 230 on the right. The top left pane 210 initially presents a tip of the day or an advertisement. Once a sensor is activated, this frame 210 presents images from the cameras. A time and date area 212 associated with the image may also be presented in pane 210. The lower left pane lists a group of sensors, e.g., cameras, available to be viewed by the parent, such as cameras in Room2 (222), Room3 (224), Gym (226) or Playground (228). The right pane 230 is a feature window. Initially, it displays a "News" feature 232. The News feature 232 shows parents general announcements posted by their daycare center staff. Upon logging in, this screen also informs the parents the last time their account was logged into as a security feature. Any unknown login time should be immediately reported to the system administrator and the account password should be reset. The News area also notifies a parent of new messages (a "new messages" message appears). In addition to the "News" feature 232, there are a number of parent features that may be standard with the system 100. These features, which will be discussed further below, are accessible through the exemplary feature icons, e.g., 234-246, that appear at the top of the right pane 230. Note that the location and types of content may vary for each implementation of the system.
When a parent clicks on a camera link, e.g., 222, in the lower-left pane 220, the sensor server 110 (Figure 1) gets images from the selected camera and sends them to the parent’s browser as fast as possible. Several factors, including parent’s link/modem speed, other Internet applications running on parent’s computers, Internet congestion, Internet Service Provider (ISP) congestion, link speed from the day care center, and other parents accessing the system, all contribute to the speed at which images are delivered to parents. Under optimal conditions, in one embodiment, parents should receive images every two to five seconds. However, the average update time for parents accessing the system over a 33.6 Kbps modem can range from 4-10 or more seconds. The system 100 employs several different delivery models for images based upon which browser the parent is using to access the system. Parents using Netscape version 3.01 and up are delivered images using "server push". This technology (presently supported only by Netscape) sends a constant stream of data to the browser. The browser processes it as a constantly-refreshing image. Clients accessing the system with other browsers are automatically given a Java Applet which automatically loads and reloads images as they become available. Occasionally, cameras may be inaccessible due to downed links or other technical problems. When this happens, parents are given a message that the camera is temporarily unavailable and to try again later.

The icons that appear in the right pane 230 include a mail icon 234, a chat icon 236, a child information icon 238, a preferences icon 240, a links icon 242, a help icon 244 and an exit icon 246. When the mail icon 234 is selected, a screen is displayed that lists the contents of the parents’ "mailbox". Messages are listed in reverse chronological order (with the newest messages first). The status of the message will indicate whether the message has been viewed ("read") or has not yet been read ("unread"). The sender and the subject of the message are also listed. To see the contents of a message, the user clicks on the "view" link. Once clicked, the contents of the message are displayed. Parents are then given several options, such as Delete Message, Back to Messages, Reply to Message, Forward Message, and New Message. In one embodiment, messages are transferred inside the system 100 and do not travel to other servers on the Internet. Therefore, it is not possible to send messages using conventional e-mail, i.e., parents cannot send a message to a friend on a public e-mail service. Messages are delivered instantaneously. Once the recipient logs in, he or she is notified of the new message.

When the child information icon 238 is selected, a screen is displayed that provides a convenient way for daycare providers to post information about a child’s performance. Daycare center staff will periodically enter information into this area such as “grades” or progress reports. This information is specific for individual children and parents (or authorized viewers) are given access to information about their children. In the case that the ‘authorized user’ is a grandparent or other relative, the same information that is available to the parent or guardian is also available to other ‘authorized users’.

When the preferences icon 240 is selected, a screen is displayed that allows parents to specify certain settings on their account. Initially, the screen displays current settings. Once the desired changes are made, a "Save Preferences" button saves the changes. In one embodiment, several preferences are as follows.
A “Listing” feature allows parents to determine whether or not they want their name to be listed in the “New Message” area. Unlisting causes their name to not appear on the list among other parents. This will a) prevent other parents from knowing that that parent (or their child) belongs to that daycare center; b) prevent other parents from sending them messages. The daycare center staff, customer support, and other service personnel are able to still send messages to unlisted parents. If a parent chooses to be unlisted, they can still send messages to other people, and the recipient will be given the opportunity to reply. However, no one can create a new message to an unlisted parent.

A “Change Password” feature allows parents to change their password at any time. The user enters their old password and new password (they will be asked to type it in twice to confirm). If accepted, the password change takes effect immediately.

A “Change Login” feature allows parents to change their login at any time. The user enters their old login and new login (they will be asked to type it in twice to confirm). If accepted, the login change takes effect immediately.

A “Change Email” feature allows parents to change their email address at any time.

Using the exit icon 246 is the safest and most secure way to exit the system 100. When the exit icon 246 is selected, the browser window is updated and informs the parent that they are being logged out and their browser is being closed. After a few moments, a confirmation window pops up asking them if they want to close their browser. They should then click “yes” and let their browser close, which completes the logout process.

The system web site allows administrators and system personnel to add and delete authorized users, change the cameras at a given center that a user has access to, and generally customize the way that the system is used at a particular center. These procedures are completed by logging into the web site with a user name and password combination that denotes a system administrator. The system administration is done solely through the web site, and allows a system administrator to perform these updates and other tasks from any web browser, anywhere in the world. This feature provides a friendly, familiar manner for the day care personnel to make updates to the system.

System Topology

Referring now to Figure 3 and also Figure 1, one embodiment of the hardware components of the system 100 will be described. As previously mentioned, the system 100 comprises two main network segments. The first network segment 120 consists of the link between a day care center, e.g., center 130, and the sensor server 110. The second network segment 120' consists of the link between the sensor server 110 and an authorized viewer, such as at a computer 322, 326 or 328.

The first network segment 120 begins in the center, e.g., 130. An incoming network connection (such as DSL or ISDN) 316 is connected to a telco access device 388. Exemplary telco access devices include a Paradyne HotWire 5446 DSL modem, model number 5446-a2-200-0rm, a 3Com 56K MLPPP switch, model number 3c430000, and a Netgear ISDN modem, model number RT328. The cabling used in this connection depends on the type of network service being provided. The telco access device 388 is then connected to an encryption device 386, such as a Ravlin-4 wireline encryption device, with a 10-base-T cable. The encryption device 386 is then connected to a hub
382, such as an Ethernet 10-Base-T non-switching hub, with a 10-base-T cable. For most installations, an 8-port hub is sufficient, but considerations such as center size, expansion, and so forth may dictate a 16-port hub or larger. The hub 382 is connected to a network computer/thin client device, such as a network computing device (NCD) 384, which includes a Microsoft Windows-based network computer running a compatible browser. The hub 382, in turn, is also connected to one or more camera servers 380 (remote sensor servers) such as the Axis model 240, or Axis model 200/200+ cameras, with 10-base-T cable(s). Each of the Axis camera servers 380 connects to a power supply and media aggregator device 374 via RCA type cables, in one embodiment. Each of the cameras 370, 371, 372 connects to the media aggregator 374 with a 75 ohm coaxial video cable. In one embodiment, the camera may be an auto-iris solid-state color camera, with a 6mm lens utilizing 12 volt DC power. The media aggregator 374 optionally connects to a multiplexer 376, such as an Advanced Technology model DPX16, with an RCA-type cable. The multiplexer 376 further connects to a video cassette recorder (VCR), such as a Sanyo SRT-768, with an RCA-type video cable. The above architecture describes the ‘day care center network’. Of course, one skilled in communication technology could substitute other hardware devices or utilize software to perform some of the above tasks, e.g., the encryption.

Important aspects of the physical topology include the following:

- The use of encryption devices 386, 336 between the center 130 and the sensor server 110. This ensures that all data traffic passed on the segment 120 via the PSTN from the center 130 to the sensor server 110 is completely secure and forms a VPN connection 316 using a 168-bit triple DES encryption level. Other types of encryption may be used in another embodiment. Of equal importance, the encryption devices 386, 336 ensure that the cameras, e.g., camera 370, cannot be contacted in any way by anyone on the PSTN except by the computers at the location of the sensor server 110.

- The cameras, e.g., camera 370, are connected to the power supply and media aggregator device 374 with video cable. This cable allows the camera 370 to transmit its video images to the device 374 and further to the camera server 380. However, the power to run the camera is passed through this same video cable as well, and permits installing the cameras at a center 130 without running separate lines for power and video. In addition, audio is supported on these cables as well as video and power. However, in one embodiment, the camera servers 380 do not utilize the audio capability.

- Because the camera servers 380 are connected directly to the hub 382 which is connected directly to the PSTN (through the encryption device 386 and the telco access device 388), no computer is necessary at the center 130. The center network is set up and functions without a computer. The camera server 380 is known as a “thin” server and is not a computer. The camera server 380 comprises a processor and memory, but does not include a keyboard or pointing device, a video display device nor a mass storage device, e.g., a hard disk drive. A “thin” server provides network connectivity for non-personal computer devices, such as video cameras.

- The network computer 384 at the center 130 is provided for convenience in accessing an administration system (not shown). It is not necessary for the operation of the system to deliver images. The network computer 384
has no moving parts and is controlled directly from the sensor server 110. It is not user configurable, but is given its configuration from the computers at the sensor server location (at the home office).

- The encryption device 386 at the center 130 is remotely configurable from the location of the sensor server 110.
- In another embodiment, a Microsoft Windows based personal computer may be used in place of the network computer 384. Individual Axis model 200 or model 200+ cameras that can be wired directly to the hub 382 (with 10-base-T cable) may be used rather than using the camera server 380 and media aggregator 374. If the hub 382 can be wired directly to an existing incoming Internet connection, the telco access device 388 may be deleted from the center network.

The center network at the center 130 is connected to the ‘sensor server network’ through a combination of Public Switched Telephone Networks and private business data lines. The particular combination is not important, and is administered entirely by one or more Regional Bell Operating Companies, Long Distance Carriers, etc.

The second network segment 120’ begins at the sensor server network. The second network connection comes from the same PSTN and leased data line cloud that the outgoing center network is connected to. This second network connection is connected to a telco access device 338, which is in turn connected to the encryption device 336 with a 10-base-T cable. The encryption device 336 is then connected to a switched-hub 334 with another 10-base-T cable. The hub 334 is further connected to a sensor server network 332, such as a Fast-Ethernet network. The incoming data traffic flows on the second network segment in the order outlined above.

The outgoing data traffic travels a similar course, but in reverse: from the sensor server network 332 to the hub 334, and traveling through the encryption device 336. The outgoing data travels through the encryption device 336 in an unencrypted form when the data is not headed to a center, e.g., center 130. When data flows to one of the remote sensor monitors 140, it is encrypted by software via a 128-bit SSL connection 318 and travels out to the PSTN and leased data line cloud. Hence, the virtual line 318 indicates that the encryption device 336 passes the outgoing data traffic transparently to the telco access device 338. 128-bit SSL is currently the strongest level of this encryption supported by most major browsers. Other levels or types of encryption may be used in another embodiment. The destination of this outgoing traffic is the authorized viewers at the remote sensor monitors, e.g. 140. Authorized viewers may connect to the PSTN and leased data line cloud through any number of means – using their Internet service provider, using a private corporate network, or connecting directly through a long distance carrier such as MCI or Sprint. Of course, one skilled in communication technology could substitute other hardware devices or utilize software to perform some of the above tasks, e.g., the encryption.

The sensor server network 332 may include one or more servers to facilitate operation of the system. The sensor server network 332 may include one or more web servers 350 to service incoming requests from a remote sensor monitor, e.g., monitor 144. The monitor 144 may include a browser running on a client computing device such as a personal computer 329 that connects to the segment 120’ via a modem 328 using the SSL link 318. The monitor 140 may include a modem 320 and an IBM compatible personal computer 322, and the monitor 142 may include a modem 324 and a portable computer 326. If more than one web server is utilized by the network 332, a load balancer
352, such as a RADWare WSD Pro, interfaces the web servers, e.g., servers 350, 350', to the network 332. The sensor server network 332 may also include an image server 330 to obtain images from the center 130, a distribution server 340 to provide the obtained images to an authorized user, a data storage or database 362 for storing the obtained images, authorization data and other related information, and a database server 360 for storing and accessing data in the data storage 362. The accessed data is utilized by the web server 350, the image server 330, and the distribution server 340.

The system 100 is designed to be easy to use, and require little or no training or special software to operate. Therefore, the system works over any Internet connection, using any number of web browsers. Although the goal is to support every make and version of browser, in one embodiment, browsers accessing the system support the following features:

- Frames - browser window can support frames, creating panes that can contain independent information.
- SSL 2.0 - a secure TCP/IP transmission standard created to allow secure data transmissions between servers and browser clients.
- Java or server push - Browsers that are Java compliant will be able to run Java Applets. Applets are a type of plug-in that runs and functions within a browser. Clients that support server push (e.g., Netscape) do not need to support Java.

Browsers that have been tested include Netscape 3.01 and up, Microsoft Internet Explorer (MSIE) 3.0 and up, and MSIE 3.0 for America Online (AOL). Static (non auto-updating) images are presented to users accessing system 100 with WebTV. Although almost any speed modem is sufficient enough to connect to the system 100, it is recommended that parents use at least a 28.8 Kbps or faster modem, e.g., modem 320. Slower speed modems will result in slow image updates.

Accessing the system 100 via the Internet does not require a special Internet connection. An ordinary user account from an ISP that allows Internet access is sufficient. Companies such as AOL, Microsoft Network (MSN), Earthlink, Mindspring, IBM Internet, Netcom, or others provide this service to thousands of users. However, not all ISPs provide equal service. Many factors may influence how fast data (images) get delivered from the system servers to the parent. Users at large ISPs may suffer from bottlenecks due to the large amount of users competing for a limited amount of available bandwidth.

Operational Flow and Server Configuration

Referring to Figures 4, a top-level operational flow process 400 of the system 100 will be described. The servers, processes and threads used by the operational flow process 400 are shown in Figure 5, which will also be referred to in this description. Beginning at a start state 402, process 400 moves to state wherein a user accesses the system web site by typing the world wide web address for the system 100 into their web browser, e.g., user browser 2 (522), which is running on the user's client computing device, e.g., computer 329 (Figure 3). Line 526 shows this request and a response by one of the web servers, e.g., web server 350, of the sensor server 110 (Figure 3). The request and the response, which is information that comprises the web site home page, are transferred via
segment 120’ (Figure 1). The user can choose to leave the web site at state 406 and complete process 400 at end state 408 or to browse informational areas of the web site at state 410. The user can click on any link on the home page to view the information that that link points to, however, one link (the ‘parent login’ button) takes the user into an authentication mechanism, and ultimately, into the secure portion of the web site. When the user clicks on the ‘parent login’ button, process 400 proceeds to state 412, wherein the web server 350 responds, in one embodiment, by initiating a secure 128-bit SSL connection with the browser 522 running on the client computing device and generating a login screen with spaces for center code, user name, and password.

The user responds at state 412 by providing the data needed to perform authentication, e.g., center code, user name, and password, which are sent to the database server 360 on line 528. The database server 360 then accesses the database 362 by the center code. The database server 360 checks all of the user name and password combinations for that particular center and looks up the user name that the user entered. Proceeding to a decision state 414, the password is then compared. If the user-entered password does not match the password in the database 362, process 400 advances to a decision state 416 to determine if the user has reached the limit for trying to enter the authentication data. If not, the user is allowed to try again at state 412. However, if the user has reached the limit for trying to enter the authentication data, as determined at decision state 416, process 400 continues at state 418 wherein the user is logged off the system web site and the process 400 completes at end state 408.

Returning to decision state 414, if the user name and password match the user name and password in the database 362 for the particular center, process 400 moves to state 420 wherein the user is authorized for the secure portion of the web site. If the time interval since the date of the last password change exceeds the time allowed for a user to keep a single password, the web server 350 prompts the user to change their password. The web server 350 then requests the database server 360 to check the database 362 to obtain a list of camera names that the particular user is allowed to view at the center identified by the center code. Proceeding to state 422, the web server 350 generates a web page with three frames as seen in Figure 2. Frame 230 contains all of the support links (such as child information, preferences, chat, etc.). The top-left frame 210 contains the space for a video image to be displayed, and the bottom-left frame 220 contains a list of all of the cameras names that the user has access to view.

Moving to state 424, when the user clicks on one of the camera names in the bottom-left frame 220, the web server 350 sends a user request to the image server 330 via line 530 to initiate a connection with the selected camera. Proceeding to function 430, the image server 330 portion of the sensor server 110 instructs the selected camera to transmit the most current image. The most current image is then placed in a directory in the data storage 362 on the data server 360. In another embodiment, the current image may be alternatively placed into a data storage device on the image server 330.

It is important to note that a connection is made between the distribution server 340 and the browser of the authorized user only when a new current image is received from the camera into the data storage 362. In one embodiment, the image is sent from the distribution server 340 to the user via the web server 350. In another
embodiment, requests may be sent directly to the image server 330 and sensor data returned by the distribution server 340 to the user browser, e.g., browser 522. In this manner, bandwidth is preserved and connections are only made on each of the two links of the system network when necessary. The most current image, e.g., image 512, is then transmitted from the data storage 362 to the web browser 522, of the user’s computing device. If more than one user is trying to view images from that particular camera, the image server 330 does not contact the camera additional times, but rather the distribution server 340 just establishes more connections between the data storage 362 and the authorized viewers. In this way, only one connection is ever made with the camera even if several users are viewing the particular camera.

If the image server 330 senses a problem with a camera during the transmission of the images from the camera, the image server 330 pauses the image transmission and uses the Telnet protocol to contact the camera and reset it. After allowing time for the camera to reset, the image transmission resumes.

Advancing to state 432, process 400 waits for a user action, such as clicking on a different camera name in the frame 220, or for a user timeout. Proceeding to a decision state 434, if the user does not click any links, buttons, cameras names, or so forth on the web page for a predetermined time interval, e.g., fifteen minutes in one embodiment, process 400 moves to state 436. At state 436, process 400 informs the user that their inactivity has caused the system 100 to disconnect them. To continue using the system at this point, the user must log in again. Note that in one embodiment, a particular camera may have a different timeout period, e.g., five minutes, than the user timeout for lack of user activity. Of course, the user timeout interval and the camera timeout interval can be set to other time values as determined by a home office administrator.

Referring again to Figure 5, the servers, processes and threads will now be further discussed. The problem of collecting images from cameras in the field, and distributing them efficiently to remote web browsers in such a manner that the facilitating equipment (i.e., the servers in the middle) can be scaled easily and economically has not yet been solved in the marketplace until this invention. The solution to this problem includes splitting the sensor server 110 (Figure 1) into several portions or duties, each of which may be represented by a process that resides on an individual server. The following discussion describes how the application has been split into four portions, and how these four portions run on the individual servers.

To collect and serve images from a center efficiently, four duties are performed. First, the web server 350 is used to display the system home page and collect the input of users clicking links on the home page. Second, a program or process, which runs on the image server 330, is used to fetch images from the cameras and deposit them in the data storage 362. Third, a program or process, which runs on the distribution server 340, is used to take the deposited images and distribute them to authorized viewers. Finally, the database 362, which is accessed by the database server 360, is used to provide authorization data and user information to all of the other servers. The web server 350 queries this database to determine which cameras a parent is allowed to use, and verify login information such as user names and passwords. These are the four portions of the sensor server 110.
Although it is possible to run these four portions (servers) at the same time on one individual computer, this is inefficient and very intensive on such a computer. Instead of using a single computer, the system 100 was developed to operate the four aspects independently and enable communication with each other using a computer network. In this manner, each portion runs on a separate machine, for a total of four computers. The unique solution to the problem of efficiently and securely conveying images from cameras in the field to remote users with browsers, is the division of the problem into these duties, and the placement of the duties among the servers of the sensor server 110. In one embodiment, four servers are used. Of course, one skilled in communication technology could utilize different partitioning to perform some of the above duties.

To clarify how these servers work together, the following discussion describes what happens, and what interactions take place, when a user attempts to use the system web site. First, a user at a remote location brings up their web browser and types in the web address of the system home page. This action causes the web server 350 to send a copy of the home page. Next, the user clicks on a link leading to a "login" page that prompts them to enter their center code, user name and password to log into the system web site. This action causes the web server 350 to query the database server 360. Presuming the database server 360 affirms that the user name and password are valid, the web server 350 sends a page to the user's browser that allows the user to select and view images from one of the cameras at the center identified by the center code. On this page, the user selects a camera link. The web server first checks with the database server 360 for a list of the camera names accessible by the particular user and just displays those camera names on the lower left pane of the page. The web server 350, after receiving the request for a particular camera link, checks with the database server 360 to confirm that the particular user has access to that camera. If so, the web server 350 then initiates image retrieval by a request to a sensor process at the image server 330, while, at the same time, initiating image distribution by a request to a user process at the distribution server 340. Upon initiation, these two servers 330, 340 check with the database server 360 (via line 532 for the image server and not shown for the distribution server) to see how long they should run before terminating, and will then proceed to fetch, deposit, and distribute images until the expiration time. The web server 350 watches for the processes on these servers 330, 340 to expire. When the processes expire, the web server 350 then takes over again and displays a time-out message or a general information message in the top-left pane 210 (Figure 2) in place of the images from the center.

By splitting the application into four pieces, hardware can be applied to the system where it is needed most. For instance, given four servers that have the same specifications, one server might run the web server at a speed sufficient to serve 100,000 clients per day, and one might run the database server at a speed sufficient to serve 10,000 clients per day. If all four processes were together on one server, to support enough database connections for 100,000 clients per day, a server would be needed that was capable of also serving 1,000,000 web clients, which is ten times more powerful than is necessary. By use of the four servers, a particular server is upgraded only as necessary, and the other servers may be unchanged because they are separate entities on separate machines. This
system architecture provides great scalability and is more economical in terms of applying increased computer power only where it is needed, and never wasting computing resources.

The sensor server 110 (Figure 3) serves images to parents at remote locations, and collects images from cameras installed in day care centers. These two tasks are completed with separate programs or processes - a program that fetches the images from a day care center, and a program that dispatches the fetched images to clients using web browsers. These two programs each reside on separate servers that are linked with a network, although, in another embodiment, can reside simultaneously on one server.

**Fetch Images Process**

Referring to Figure 6 and also to Figure 5, a Fetch Images process 600 will now be described. The process 600 that fetches images requires three things: a stimulus to begin fetching, a camera to fetch from, and a storage medium to place the images, once fetched. An example of a stimulus that would cause process 600 to begin fetching would be a user clicking on a sensor link on a web page, or a clock reaching a preset time. Cameras from which to fetch images are located in day care centers 130 (Figure 1) in remote locations that are accessible by the process through the computer network 120. An example of the data storage 362 (Figures 3 and 5) in which to store the images would be a disk drive residing on the data server 360.

In one embodiment, the image server utilizes the Microsoft Windows NT Server version 4 SP3 with Internet Information Server (IIS) version 4.0 operating software. The process 600 is written in the Java, perl, and C++ programming languages.

Process 600 is running on the image server 330 at all times — it has no dormant, or inactive mode. Beginning at a start state 602, process 600 moves to state 604 where a stimulus to begin fetching an image is received. Advancing to a decision state 606, if process 600 receives a stimulus to begin fetching and depositing images from a camera that already has a previous, un-expired thread that is fetching images, it will not duplicate the effort. Rather, it extends an expiration time (sensor timer) of the existing thread at state 612, and then proceeds to state 614 to access the selected sensor. In this way, no matter how many users attempt to view a specific camera, only one thread is actually transferring the images. If the specified camera is not already active, as determined at state 606, process 600 continues at state 608 and spawns a sensor thread, e.g., thread 1 (550) for sensor 1 (370) (Figure 3), thread 2 (552) for sensor 2 (371), or thread N (554) for sensor N (372), to match that stimulus. That sensor thread services the camera/sensor whose address is specified in the stimulus. Moving to state 610, process 600 sets the sensor timer to a predetermined time and activates the sensor timer. These actions describe reacting to the stimulus not by fetching and depositing a single image, but rather by fetching and depositing images for a set amount of time. In this manner, the process receives the stimulus (for instance, a user clicking a link on a web page) and spawns a thread that would fetch and deposit images for 5 minutes, for example. At the end of the five minute period, the thread would terminate.

Proceeding to state 614, process 600 accesses the selected sensor, and then at state 616, fetches the image and places that image, e.g., image 512, in the data storage medium 362. Moving to a decision state 618,
process 600 determines if a user action has occurred, such as clicking on a different sensor link. If so, process 600 proceeds to state 606 to determine if a thread for the newly selected sensor is already active.

Process 600 is multi-threaded. This means that if two such stimuli are received, two separate instances of the process are not needed to facilitate fetching and depositing to satisfy the two stimuli. Rather, a separate thread is spawned from the single instance of the persistent sensor process that is running on the image server 330, each satisfying one stimulus by fetching images from the specified camera and depositing them in the specified directory. The number of threads that can be simultaneously spawned (and which will expire after a set period of time, or, in another embodiment, immediately after fetching and depositing one image) is limited (practically) by the speed of the computer that the process is running on. The number of images that a specific thread can fetch and deposit before that thread times out is limited by the speed at which the image can be transmitted from the camera to the computer.

Returning to decision state 618, if it has been determined that there is no new user action, process 500 advances to a decision state 620 to determine if the sensor timer has expired. If so, process 600 moves to state 624, terminates the spawned thread and then waits for another new stimulus at state 626. When a new stimulus (e.g., user request 530) is received by the image server 330, process 600 continues at state 604 as described above.

Returning to decision state 620, if it has been determined that the sensor timer has not expired, process 600 moves to a decision state 622 to determine if the distribution server 340 is still providing images to the user browser. If no one is requesting the images at the client browser, process 600 terminates the thread at state 624. However, if the distribution server 340 is still providing images to the user browser, process 600 moves to state 614 to get another image from the selected sensor.

After all threads have timed out and no additional stimulus is received, the number of active threads is zero, and the program will (once again) not be fetching or depositing any images in the data storage 362. At this time, process 600 is waiting for a new stimulus.

In one embodiment, the image server 330 makes a connection to the camera at the day care center using the hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP). If a connection cannot be made, it will wait a specified interval (that can be easily changed) and try again. If it fails a predetermined number of times, it will discontinue its efforts after first displaying one image to the user informing the user that the camera is down. If the camera is not down, however, the image server 330 requests the most recent picture taken by the camera – this request is also made using HTTP. When the requested image is received, it is placed in a specified directory in the data storage 362. After the image has been placed in the specified directory, process 600 waits a specified amount of time and then repeats the process, but this time, in one embodiment, deleting the existing image in the directory before placing the new one there. In another embodiment, the system names each image as a new one is brought in, and saves the images until a command is issued to stop saving the images. If at any stage of this process the image server 330 receives an image of size zero, or cannot successfully log in to the camera using the predetermined login name and password, it will attempt to log in to the camera using the Telnet protocol and issue a reset command. This usually cures the camera of any problems it might be having.
Dispatch Images Process

Referring to Figure 7 and also to Figure 5, a Dispatch Images process 700 will now be described. The process 700 is a persistent user process running on the distribution server 340. In one embodiment, the distribution server 340 utilizes the Microsoft Windows NT Server version 4 SP3 with Internet Information Server 4.0 operating software. The process 700 is written in Java, Perl, and C++ programming languages.

While process 600 (Figure 6), which fetches and deposits images, is running, process 700, which dispatches images to remote clients (users with web browsers), is also running. Process 700 also receives a stimulus from an outside source, i.e., a request from the web server 350. Process 700 responds to this stimulus by taking the most recent image from the depository area of data store 362 that the fetching program dumps its images in and sending it to the remote client.

Like the fetching process 600 running on the image server 330, process 700 runs on the distribution server 340 at all times – it has no dormant, or inactive mode. Beginning at a start state 702, process 700 moves to state 704 wherein the distribution server 700 receives a request to dispatch an image to a user browser. Process 700 responds to the stimulus by spawning a client data stream, e.g., client data stream 1 (556), client data stream 2 (558), or client data stream M (560), that sends or transports either one image to the remote client, or multiple images until a time period expires. If more than one stimulus is received, more than one client data stream is spawned, each servicing the stimulus that spawned it until the client data stream expires.

Moving to state 708, process 700 sets a sensor timer to a predetermined time, e.g., five minutes, and activates the timer. Proceeding to state 710, process 700 accesses the image for the particular sensor selected by the user, e.g., image 512, in the data storage 362, which was provided by the fetch process 600. Advancing to state 712, the accessed image is sent to the user browser, e.g., user browser 2 (522), for display on the client computing device, e.g., computer 329 (Figure 3). Proceeding to a decision state 714, process 700 determines if the remote user has stopped using the process 700, for instance, if they close their browser. If so, process 700 proceeds to state 718 and notes that it has nowhere to send the image, and therefore stops sending the images by terminating the client data stream. Further, if the user has not closed their browser, as determined at state 714, process 700 continues at a decision state 716 to determine if the sensor timer has expired. If not, process 700 waits for the next image to be available in the storage 362 for the particular sensor and accesses that image at state 710, as described above. If the sensor timer has expired, as determined at state 716, process 700 proceeds to state 718 to terminate the client data stream.

If process 700 determines that no client data streams anywhere are serving the specific images to remote users, and determines that the fetch process 600 is still fetching images for these non-existent users, rather than allow the fetching and depositing to continue until the timer expires (in process 600), the dispatch process 700 moves to state 720. At state 720, process 700 sends a message to the image server 330 (on line 534) to terminate the relevant thread of the fetch process 600. If no user is looking at images from a specific camera, the fetching and depositing thread of process 600 is not allowed to continue to run. Process 700 ends at an end state 722.
The number of client data streams spawned by process 700 is equal to the number of remote viewers that query a camera for images. Unlike the fetch process 600 that fetched and deposited images from a camera with one thread, regardless of the number of users querying the camera, process 700 runs a single client data stream for every user, because each user needs their own stream of images sent directly to their specific browser address.

In one embodiment, process 700 watches the specified directory in the storage 362 that the fetch process 600 is writing images into and sends every new image it finds there out to the end user. If there are fifty end users at a particular time, for example, process 700 will make fifty separate connections for the end users, whereas the fetch process 600 still only makes one connection to each camera. Finally, process 700 does not send an image to a user unless it is a new one—it sends an image only when a new image is fetched by the fetch process 600.

**Authentication and Security**

The system 100 is an Internet-based application providing authorized users with the capability to remotely view children in day care centers and other facilities. The nature of the information being transmitted requires certain measures to ensure only authorized users are able to access the system (including images of the children). Given the broad range of web-browsers and Internet Service Providers, special steps are taken to ensure uniform security measures across all browsers on all platforms.

Referring to Figure 8, an authentication and security process 800 will now be described. To gain access to the system 100, a parent or other user utilizes their web browser, e.g., browser 522 (Figure 5), to connect to the system web site. Beginning at a start state 802, process 800 moves to state 804 wherein a login page asks for a school or organization code, a login name, and a user password. From this point forward (until logging out), all communications between the user’s browser and the sensor server 110 (Figure 3) are sent using SSL. Once submitted, the entered login name and user password are compared against the data in the database associated with the database server 360 (Figure 5) for an exact match. If there is no match, process 800 advances to state 808, refuses further access to the user and an error message is provided to the user. If the match is valid, process 800 proceeds to state 810 wherein the user is considered ‘authorized’ and is permitted to access the secure area of the system web site.

Moving to state 812, one of the web servers 350 (Figures 3, 5) sends a “cookie” to the authorized user’s browser. A cookie, which may also be referred to as “connection state data”, is a set of information stored in a web browser that is used to identify a user to a particular web server. In one embodiment, the cookie contains basic information about that user’s account including the school identification (ID), their account ID, their child (or children’s) account ID, what browser they are using, a random and unique code, and an expiration time and date for that cookie. All information is in a coded form and identifying information is not placed in the cookie. Immediately after the cookie is sent to the authorized user’s browser, process 800 advances to state 814 wherein the user is seamlessly sent to the ‘private/secure’ area of the system 100 where all the features and viewing are accessible. The private area is only accessible to users with a valid user name and user password. In one embodiment, an authorized user can selected one of a plurality of secure camera/sensor links to access images of their child. Proceeding to a decision state 816,
process 800 determines if the user has selected a link to a secure area of the web site, e.g., a camera link. If not, process 800 moves to state 818 wherein a non-secure task is performed, such as when the links icon 242 (Figure 2) is selected. However, if the user has selected a link to a secure area of the web site, as determined at state 816, process 800 proceeds to state 820 wherein the user cookie is presented by the web browser 522 to the web server 350.

Due to the nature of web browsing, information pertaining to a unique transaction between a browser and the web server are discrete communication events. Each ‘click’ (leading to a new page) constitutes another transaction (or set of transactions) that the web server processes as unique and unrelated events. This presents a problem to web publishers who wish to carry information from one screen to another. Most of this problem is solved through the use of hypertext markup language (HTML) forms, but restricting access is a larger problem. To ensure security, each connection to the web server must be validated before information can be sent to the user’s browser. Web browser companies have provided built-in mechanisms to take a user name and user password from users. In this scheme, the user name and password are sent to the server (along with the request) every time the browser accesses the server. This can pose a security problem since it inherently increases the number of times the user name and password are transmitted back and forth across the Internet, and hence the larger probability that someone could intercept and crack that user name and password. The other pitfall of this scheme is a loophole that allows users to use the ‘back’ key on their browser to get back into ‘secured’ or ‘private’ areas of web sites. An example of this would be a user who was conducting on-line banking and then wished to ‘exit’ their account by simply typing in a uniform resource locator (URL) for another web site. If that user or an unauthorized user were to click the ‘back’ button on the browser, they would eventually find themselves back in the ‘private’ area, free to conduct business or other devious tasks.

System 100 circumvents this potential loophole by utilizing specially-designed cookies. Every time an authorized user clicks on a link to access any secured or private part of the system 100, the user’s cookie is presented by the web browser to the web server at state 820. Advancing to state 822, the web server immediately processes the contents of the cookie and compares the contents to data stored in the database associated with the database server 360 (Figure 5). Information such as the ID of the user and the random unique code are compared to the database for validity. Continuing at a decision state 824, if a match is not found, process 800 moves to state 826 wherein the user is presented with a failure message and service is refused. If the cookie data is valid, as determined at decision state 824, process 800 advances to a decision state 828 to determine if the user has been inactive in the web site for a preselected amount of time. If the user has been active in the web site within the time interval, process 800 proceeds to state 830 and transmits the requested data to the user browser. Advancing to a decision state 832, process 832 determines if there has been a user action in the web site. If not, process 800 moves back to decision state 828 to see if the timeout interval has been reached. If there has been a user action, e.g., the user has clicked on a link or icon, as determined at decision state 832, process 800 proceeds through connector A (834) to decision state 816 to process the action as described above.
If an authorized user, after logging in to the system 100, chooses to visit another web site and, after the preselected time interval, e.g., 15 minutes, uses the 'back' key to return to the system web site, they will be refused access. In addition to comparing the random unique code and ID contained in the cookie, the web server 350 also looks in the database associated with the database server 360 to determine the expiration time for a user login. If, after matching up all the cookie data to the database, everything matches but the login time has expired, the user is refused further access and explained that their login time expired due to inactivity at states 840 and 842. In one embodiment, the inactivity time setting in the database is determined by incrementing the setting 15 minutes into the future every time the authorized user accesses the system 100. If that user does not have a user action in the system web site, or visits another site and comes back to the system web site 15 minutes later, the process 800 recognizes that the login session has 'expired' and that the user needs to log in again.

If a user visits another site on the Internet and then uses their 'back' key to return to the system web site within the preselected time, e.g., 15 minutes, they are able to view the secure/private areas of the system and click on sensor links. The act of clicking on a sensor or other link at that time would increment their inactivity time by 15 minutes into the future. However, if they were to click the 'back' key to get back into the system web site, and then failed to click on any link within 15 minutes from the last time they clicked a link, an attempt to click on any secured-content link would then result in an inactivity timeout as determined by the process 800 at decision state 828.

The technology employed in this security measure ensures that authorized users using a cookie-enabled web browser experience a high-level of security and user authenticity. The system 100 makes use of standard browser features in a unique fashion. Users who don't enter a valid login name or user password are not issued a cookie from the web server, and therefore are unable to access any of the secure system content.

The system 100 includes various other security features. Some of the features making the system secure are in place and function regardless of user intervention. However, some other features, such as granting parents access to cameras, and granting accounts, require staff members and the system administrator to adhere to certain rules. Some of these features and rules are as follows:

- **Unique Login Name and Password** - Each parent chooses a unique identity to access the system web site. This ensures that only authorized individuals can access the system. In one embodiment, login or user names contain between eight and twelve letters, and passwords contain a combination of letters and characters between eight and twelve characters long. This increases the difficulty for someone to guess the login and password. If a user's login or password does not meet the minimum requirements, they will be requested by the system to input a valid entry.

- **Password Rotation** - Each registered user is forced to choose a new user password every two months, thereby increasing the difficulty for anyone attempting to hack into a parent's account through brute force. Of course, other time periods can be utilized.
• Restricted Access - Only parents with children enrolled in a system child care center are issued an account to
access that center's cameras for viewing. Also, access to cameras is limited to parents who have children in the
room where the camera is installed.

• Encrypted Transmission - In one embodiment, information sent from the system servers to the parent, is
encrypted using a 128-bit Class 3 SSL. This encryption type is currently one of the highest levels of encryption
permitted by the United States. This is the same level of encryption that U.S. banks use to do web-commerce.

• Cached Memory Cleared - The information on a web page doesn't remain on a user's computer's memory after
exiting the system, thereby eliminating the possibility of anyone accessing the images from the computer that a
parent had been using.

• System Intelligence - The system informs each user when he or she has last logged onto the network, alerting him
or her if there have been any unsanctioned logons.

• Automated System Termination - Prohibiting unauthorized access to the system from a parent's computer while
he or she is away, the system automatically logs each account off after a preselected time interval, e.g., 15
minutes, of inactivity. This is also reassuring to employers who do not want their employees constantly logged
into the system watching their child for the entire work day.

• Center Identity Undetectable - Avoiding the possibility of anyone determining what child care center each child is
in, center identity and location is not revealed by the system.

• User Anonymity - The system offers the choice for a person to keep their identity undetectable to other parents
who are also using the system at their day care center.

• User Control of Passwords and Login Names - Each parent, or other authorized user, has the ability to reset their
password or login name as well as the ability to choose a unique sequence to make it easier to remember.

• Center Staff Controls Access - Parents request additional accounts giving the center staff the ability to determine
appropriateness of access for the additional users as well as the ability to regulate the number of authorized
users.

Conclusion

Several aspects of the above description are unique to the design and implementation of the system, and are
summarized as follows:

The ability to show images from the same camera to multiple users while only one connection is made to the
camera from the server is made possible by using the sensor server at the home office as a middleman. This conserves
bandwidth between the home office and the child care center, and ensures that the number of parents that can
simultaneous access images from one particular camera is limited only by the bandwidth between the home office and
the authorized user.

The system design ensures that bandwidth between the home office and the authorized user is also
conserved as an image is only sent to the user when a new image is received by the sensor server from the camera,
rather than a system that transmits the image from the server at a specified interval, regardless of whether the image has actually been updated from the camera.

The sensor server, after determining that the user has entered a valid login and password, checks the database again to determine which of the cameras at that particular center the user has access to. In this manner, parents can be given access to all of the cameras at a center, or only a subset of the cameras at the center.

If the sensor server ever senses that a camera is not responding correctly, a diagnostic measure is taken by logging into the camera via the Telnet protocol and resetting the camera. In this manner, the cameras can be fixed if they stop functioning, and this fixing does not involve human interaction. In most situations, this is not noticed by the user accessing the camera in question.

If the user does not produce any activity (such as clicking a link, etc.) for the preselected time interval, e.g., 15 minutes, the user’s particular 128-bit SSL connection is terminated and they are presented with a new page that allows them to log in again. This provides the system an added measure of security by disallowing the user from leaving their session unattended and potentially allowing an unauthorized user to view images.

The user cannot leave the system web site once a secure 128-bit VPN has been established and then use the browser’s ‘back’ button to return to the session if the 15 minute inactivity time-out has elapsed. This is in contrast to many on-line banking applications on the web that establish a secure connection, and allow the user to come and go in and out of that secure connection at will. This is an added security measure, and ensures that if the user leaves the secure connection for an extended period, they cannot come back unless they log in again.

In one embodiment, the passwords are required to be between 8 and 12 characters long with upper and lowercase letters, and numbers. This makes for very strong passwords that cannot be easily guessed. In addition, only one person can log on with a given user name at a time.

A particular child care center is determined when the user enters the ‘center code’ but at no time is the center actually identified by name, nor are the actual network addresses of the cameras revealed. This makes it difficult for an unauthorized user with unsavory intentions to determine where the children they are looking at are located.

The processes that run on the sensor server and deliver the images to clients and fetch the images from cameras are multi-threaded, which means that only one instance of each process runs regardless of how many people use it. It also means that the application itself runs better on servers with more than one processor, as the total of all the users may be divided among all of the processors in the sensor server.

While the above detailed description has shown, described, and pointed out the fundamental novel features of the invention as applied to various embodiments, it will be understood that various omissions and substitutions and changes in the form and details of the system illustrated may be made by those skilled in the art, without departing from the concepts of the invention.
WHAT ISCLAIMED IS:

1. An encrypted remote monitoring system, comprising:
   a plurality of remotely located sensor networks, each one of the remotely located sensor networks
   comprising a plurality of sensors providing sensor data;
   a plurality of remotely located sensor monitors, each one of the remotely located sensor monitors
   being capable of selectively accessing the sensor data of at least one of the sensors located at a selected
   one of the remotely located sensor networks; and
   a centralized sensor computing environment having a first set of connections to the plurality of
   remotely located sensor networks and a second set of connections to the plurality of remotely located sensor
   monitors, wherein the first set of connections and the second set of connections form an encrypted virtual
   private network in a public packet switched network.

2. The system of Claim 1, wherein the first set of connections of the encrypted virtual private
   network communicate data encrypted by a 168-bit triple data encryption standard (DES).

3. The system of Claim 1, wherein the second set of connections of the encrypted virtual private
   network communicate data encrypted by a 128-bit secure sockets layer (SSL).

4. The system of Claim 1, wherein one of the remotely located sensor monitors executes a World
   Wide Web browser.

5. The system of Claim 4, wherein the browser is capable of executing a server push protocol.

6. The system of Claim 4, wherein the browser is capable of executing an applet.

7. The system of Claim 1, wherein at least one of the sensors comprises a video camera.

8. The system of Claim 1, wherein the centralized sensor computing environment comprises a plurality
   of computers interconnected by a data network.

9. The system of Claim 8, wherein one of the computers comprises a web server, the web server
   communicating a system web page to the public packet switched network.

10. The system of Claim 9, wherein the web server requests a user password and a center
    identification code so as to automatically permit access to a secure portion of the system web page.

11. The system of Claim 1, wherein at least one of the remotely located sensor networks includes a
    remote sensor computing device, wherein the remote sensor computing device has no secondary data storage device.

12. The system of Claim 11, wherein the only input/output devices included in the remote sensor
    computing device are for data communication with the remote sensors and the first set of connections.

13. The system of Claim 11, wherein the remote sensor computing device excludes an input/output
    device for communicating data directly to a human being.

14. The system of Claim 13, wherein the excluded input/output device is a keyboard or a video display
    device.
15. A method of remote monitoring in a system including a centralized server, a plurality of remotely located sensor networks, each network comprising a plurality of sensors, and a plurality of remotely located sensor monitors, the method comprising:

- providing sensor data from at least one of the sensors;
- communicating the sensor data via an encrypted virtual private network in a public packet switched network to the centralized sensor server;
- storing the sensor data in the centralized sensor server; and
- selectively accessing the stored sensor data by at least one of the plurality of remotely located sensor monitors via the encrypted virtual private network.

16. The method defined in Claim 15, additionally comprising displaying the accessed sensor data to a user.

17. The method defined in Claim 15, additionally comprising selecting a particular sensor to provide the sensor data.

18. The method defined in Claim 17, wherein the selecting includes selecting a sensor link on a browser located at the at least one of the remotely located sensor monitors.

19. The method defined in Claim 18, additionally comprising requesting a user name, password and a center identification code to permit access to a secure portion of a system web page.

20. The method defined in Claim 15, wherein at least one of the sensors comprises a video camera.

21. An image sharing system, comprising:

- a plurality of image sensors, each sensor being capable of providing a unique sequence of images;
- a plurality of client computing devices, each client computing device being capable of receiving at least one of the unique sequence of images;
- an image fetch program in data communication with a selected one of the image sensors, the image fetch program being capable of fetching each one of the images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor; and
- an image distribution program in data communication with the image fetch program, the image distribution program being capable of distributing the image sequence to selected ones of the client computing devices, wherein the image sequence associated with the selected image sensor is shareably accessed by the selected ones of the computing devices.

22. The system defined in Claim 21, wherein the client computing device includes a browser program.

23. The system defined in Claim 21, wherein the image fetch program stores each one of the images of the image sequence in a storage medium and the image distribution program retrieves each one of the images of the image sequence from the storage medium.
24. The system defined in Claim 21, wherein the image fetch and image distribution programs are executed on a computer network, the network residing in a public packet switched network and connected to the image sensors and client computing devices.

25. The system defined in Claim 24, wherein the system additionally comprises a web server intermittently connected to at least one of the client computing devices by the public packet switched network.

26. The system defined in Claim 24, wherein the computer network comprises an encrypted virtual private network in the public packet switched network.

27. An image sharing system, comprising:

   a plurality of image sensors, each sensor being capable of providing a unique sequence of images;

   a plurality of client computing devices, each client computing device being capable of receiving at least one of the unique sequence of images;

   an image server in data communication with a selected image sensor, the image server being capable of generating a sensor thread so as to fetch each one of the images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor; and

   a distribution server in data communication with an image output of the sensor thread, the distribution server being capable of generating a client data stream for access by a selected client computing device, wherein the image sequence is shared with respect to the selected image sensor by more than one of the client computing devices.

28. The system defined in Claim 27, wherein the client computing device includes a browser program.

29. The system defined in Claim 27, wherein the image server stores each of the fetched images of the image sequence in a storage medium.

30. The system defined in Claim 29, wherein the distribution server retrieves each of the fetched images of the image sequence from the storage medium.

31. The system defined in Claim 30, wherein the distribution server sends the obtained image to the selected client computing device.

32. The system defined in Claim 27, wherein the image fetch and image distribution programs are executed on a computer network, the network residing in a public packet switched network and connected to the image sensors and client computing devices.

33. The system defined in Claim 32, wherein the system additionally comprises a web server intermittently connected to at least one of the client computing devices by the public packet switched network.

34. The system defined in Claim 32, wherein the computer network comprises an encrypted virtual private network in the public packet switched network.

35. A method of sharing images in a remote monitoring system including a plurality of image sensors and a plurality of client computing devices, the method comprising:

   providing a unique sequence of images associated with a selected one of the image sensors;
fetching each one of the images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor; and

distributing the image sequence to selected ones of the client computing devices, wherein the
image sequence associated with the selected image sensor is shareably accessed by the selected ones of the
client computing devices.

36. The method defined in Claim 35, additionally comprising displaying the distributed image sequence
at least one of the selected client computing devices.

37. The method defined in Claim 35, wherein at least one of the image sensors comprises a video
camera.

38. The method defined in Claim 35, additionally comprising identifying one of the selected image
sensors by use of a browser located at the selected client computing device.

39. The method defined in Claim 35, additionally comprising storing the fetched images of the image
sequence in a storage medium.

40. The method defined in Claim 39, additionally comprising retrieving the stored images for the
distributing.

41. The method defined in Claim 35, additionally comprising non-persistently interconnecting the image
sensors and the client computing devices by an encrypted virtual private network in a public packet switched network.

42. A method of sharing images in a remote monitoring system including a plurality of image sensors
and a plurality of client computing devices, the method comprising:

providing a unique sequence of images associated with a selected image sensor;

retrieving each one of the images in the image sequence from the selected image sensor with a
sensor thread;

storing the retrieved images of the image sequence in a storage medium; and

retrieving the image sequence into a client data stream for shareable accessing the image sequence
by selected ones of the client computing devices.

43. The method defined in Claim 42, additionally comprising receiving at least one of the unique
sequence of images at the selected client computing device from the storage medium.

44. The method defined in Claim 42, additionally comprising sending the client data stream to the
selected client computing devices.

45. The method defined in Claim 42, additionally comprising identifying one of the selected image
sensors by use of a browser located at the selected client computing device.

46. The method defined in Claim 42, additionally comprising interconnecting the image sensors and the
client computing devices by an encrypted virtual private network in a public packet switched network.

47. A method of providing security for a system having a standardized transport protocol server in data
communication with a database containing authorized user identification information and a user browser, the method
comprising:
sending a set of connection state data indicative of an authorized user data from a standardized
transport protocol server to a user browser corresponding with the authorized user;
sending the user connection state data to the standardized transport protocol server when the
authorized user selects a link to a secure area of a hyperlinked page;
comparing the user connection state data to corresponding connection state data in the database;
and
granting access to the secure area by the authorized user if the comparison result indicates that the
authorized user is permitted to access the secure area.

48. The method defined in Claim 47, wherein the granting includes sending data from the secure area
to the authorized user.

49. The method defined in Claim 47, additionally comprising:
determining if the user has been inactive in the hyperlinked page for a predetermined time interval;
and
terminating user access if the time interval has been exceeded.

50. The method defined in Claim 49, additionally comprising sending secure data to the user browser if
the time interval has not been exceeded.

51. The method defined in Claim 47, additionally comprising:
presenting the system hyperlinked page to the user browser corresponding with a particular user;
requesting a user login name, a user password and an organization identification code from the
particular user; and
authorizing the user if the user login name, the user password and the organization identification
code match corresponding data in the database.

52. The method defined in Claim 47, wherein the set of connection state data comprises an Internet
cookie.

53. The method defined in Claim 47, wherein the connection state data comprises one or more of
organization identification, account identification, child account identification, browser identification, unique random
code, and expiration date.

54. A security system for a web application, comprising:
a web server being capable of sending a web page having at least one secure area;
a web database in data communication with the web server, wherein the web database stores
connection state data for a plurality of users;
a client computing device running a user browser, the user browser being capable of receiving
connection state data corresponding to an authorized user from the web server and sending the user’s
connection state data to the web server when the authorized user selects a link to the secure area of the
web page;
News From Childcare Center

- We will be having a picnic with all the parents on Friday, July 3rd at 2:00 pm to celebrate the 4th of July. We invite parents to join. If you're interested, send a message to Sally in the messages area.

- We are planning a field trip to Sea World for Friday, July 24th. If you would like your child to participate, please sign a permission slip when you pick up your child from the center. (There will be teachers on duty at the center for those children who do not go on the field trip.)
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